
IF I COULD DO IT OVER

By C. BAXTER JONES, JR.*

These are the remarks of a lawyer who has been out of law school
long enough to have some idea of what he did wrong, but not too
long to be able to remember the problems and difficulties in doing
right.

If I could do it over, or in other words if I could go back to a
time before I entered law school, there would be two main questions
for consideration and decision.

WHY STUDY LAW?

That would be the first question. Most of us have a certain measure
of idealism, and therefore this question gets into the social purpose
of the law. All of us have more than a sufficient amount of egoism,
and therefore this question gets into the personal purpose of studying
and practicing law.

The social purpose of law is often demeaned, chiefly by people
within the profession.

For example, the argument is made that a lawyer is socially "non-
productive." In other words, he never "makes two blades of grass
grow, where only one grew before." The lawyer really adds nothing
to the "total national product." He manufactures nothing. He pro-
duces no social gain. All he does is to take some particular loss,
and help decide whether it should be allocated between two people
equally, or be borne principally or entirely by one or the other.

This argument as to non-productivity might have had some merit
in the Stone Age. In a more complex society, it is ridiculous. There
are indeed a great many people who concentrate almost exclusively
upon adding goods or services to the total national product. But in
order for the body social or the body politic to be able to distribute
and use this total product, there must be a system of organization
which is recognized in substance by nearly everyone in the society, and
which like a machine is constantly tended and maintained and lubri-
cated so as to keep it working.

One value then of the lawyer is this "lubricant" function. In the
working of a complex social order, people from time to time suffer
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disappointed expectations. Without some system for adjusting disap-
pointments, the probable emotional passion and physical violence
resulting from the disappointments would be likely to wreck the
order. So long, however, as the bulk of the people believe in the
justice of their social order, and feel that they are given due process
in the settlement of their collisions with other people, the adjustment
of disappointments will be made in an orderly way. The role of the
lawyer in understanding the system of justice, and in claiming for
and assuring to his client a full measure of due process, is thus neces-
sary and vital in the world we know today.

Also for example, it is argued that lawyers are "non-progressive."
Dean Swift made the comment that a lawyer believes "that what-
ever hath been done before, may lawfully be done again." This argu-
ment goes beyond the question whether a lawyer is productive. The
concession may well be made that a lawyer produces a significant
effect upon the social order, but the indictment is that the effect is
static and stultifying.

There is some merit to the view that the natural inclination of a
lawyer is to favor the status quo. More than most people, he realizes
the complex and delicate nature of a social and political system-
indeed, of an economic system. In addition, he makes his living out
of what he knows about the present based upon what he has learned
about the past, and for natural human reasons he is likely to resist
a sharp cleavage of any kind with "whatever hath been done before."
And it is all too easy for historians and reformers to point to many
times in the past where grievous oppression has existed within the
established system, and where lawyers have either been silent or
have actively sided with the system.

Yet it is also easy to lose sight of the fact that history also affords
a host of occasions in which extremely improvident efforts have
been made to alter the social or political or economic system-
occasions in which destruction of the whole system might well have
been the result. From the safety of the present, we are too likely to
indulge the fiction that an event in history could have had but one
outcome. This lets us forget the real debt that we owe to those in
the past who have taken difficult and sometimes unpopular positions,
but who have thereby had a real and essential effect in preserving our
present society unto us and our time.

Lawyers as we have known them in our history have indeed, by and
large, had a generally retarding effect upon social change. However,
in a complex body social, there must be some business or profession
which carries out that function, or the body social would degenerate
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into an amorphous heap with no structure or form at all. Muscles
and nerves, and many other sets of tissues, work constantly for change
in the shape and position of the body. The skeleton, on the other
hand, has a generally retarding effect on that score, and requires con-
siderable effort by the muscles and nerves to move along. But without
the skeleton . . .

Furthermore, in the heat of political and economic passion, many
changes have been suggested that should well have been retarded, and
in fact altogether defeated. We are all human, we can all be wrong,
and we have in fact at one time or another all been wrong. Every
class and every section has at one time or another been guilty of urg-
ing its particular interest of the moment toward harming or destroy-
ing one or more of our basic civil and political rights. While some
part of the bar has in nearly every case afforded some assistance to
the offending class or section, nevertheless the bar as a whole has
almost certainly in many instances supplied the clarity of reason,
the persuasiveness of argument, and the ultimate balance of power
in conserving for all of the people these basic rights. Much may be
forgiven conservatism of that kind.

Nor does preservation of a particular pattern necessarily conflict
with progress. Arnold Toynbee, our latter-day Western chronicler-
extraordinary, has brought forward the analogy of a cart; the wheel
may indeed turn round and round upon its own axle, preserving
always the same pattern, but the total effect of its motion is to advance
the cart onward, and perhaps upward, in the direction of its progress.

Leaving the questions whether law is productive and whether law-
yers are progressive, we find other elements in the social purpose of

law.

For one thing, an outstanding virtue of the lawyer in the modern
world is his "negotiability." It is no doubt a little banal for all
speakers to continue referring to "this complex society." Nevertheless,
neither silence nor the use of synonyms can do away with the fact
that the phrase refers to what is true, and that our world is indeed
complex and growing more complicated.

There may well have been a time when nearly any young man in
this country could start out in one field, pass through half a dozen
others, and wind up finally at the head of some altogether different
business or industry. If so, I think one reason for it was that there
were very few "professions," and the lines of skill and specialization
were very loosely and ambiguously drawn. As our population has
increased, as our country has come closer to filling up, as our indus-
tries have grown and made large investments in particular lines of
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product and places of production, as our power has grown in the
world, as our system of communications has become increasingly mul-
tiplied and complicated-it has almost necessarily come about that
the administration of our whole economic system has passed beyond
the talents of the amateur, and has required the services of a host
of "professionals."

Law, medicine, and theology-in the Thirteenth Century, these
were the only "professions" taught at the University of Paris. During
many centuries thereafter, they remained as almost the sole professions,
though with occasional emulation here and there.

Not so in the Twentieth Century in this country. A man of business
who needs advice today may turn to a public relations expert, an
accountant, a managerial consultanting firm, any one of a dozen
kinds of engineer, perhaps an architectural consultant, a labor relations
expert, or in any other of dozens of directions almost entirely unknown
before the beginning of this century. More and more, those various
fields of consultants and advisors are taking form and shape, and
before 'long they may well become rather rigidly defined.

And within a particular business, a man may "shape up" in sales,
or in advertising, or in labor relations, or in finance, or in various
other specialized fields; nor does it strain the truth to say that
there is increasingly less migration from one field to another as time
goes on.

But the very creation of such an astonishingly complex array of
specialists and professionals, makes it mandatory that we have some
group of people able to coordinate their various advices and services.
In an older day, we had a place for the "amateur"--one who could
comprehend and participate in a wide variety of pursuits, without
specializing unduly in any one of them. Today we have executives,
coordinators, people who have the same general role, but in a differ-
ent world. The executive, the coordinator, must remain flexible and
outside of any particular profession; without him, the rigid thrust of
a large number of professions, each following its own interest and
without coordination, would rip innumerable holes in the social
fabric, and it is hard to see how our complicated political and eco-
nomic machine could run at all.

The "negotiability" of the lawyer is of peculiar value here. He
handles a matter for a family on Monday, for some business on
Tuesday, for a specialist within an entirely different type of industry
on Wednesday, and so on through the weeks and the months and the
years. Of course this is not true of all lawyers, but it is true of those
who engage in general practice, and it is also true even of a great many
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who specialize. For example, a lawyer in "tax practice" may never-
theless deal with almost any kind of business and profession under the
sun, by reason of the broad range of the tax laws.

Finally, from the standpoint of its social purpose, the practice of
law has a peculiar and unique virtue in the United States. This
results from the fact that we have so many different sets of rights and
powers to be adjusted.

For example, our constitution is so established that we have the
continual problem of balancing rights and powers between each indi-
vidual and the government as a whole, and also between each state
government and the federal government, and also among the -three or
four or several "branches" of the federal government-as well as
the inevitable set of collisions between individual and individual.
It might be added that the particular willingness of our scheme of
law to permit the creation of artificial persons, and of novel group-
ings of persons, introduces a host of other variables into the complex
balance of rights and powers in our society.

There are, then, so many places for lawyers to serve in our par-
ticular nation at our particular time-so many rights and powers to
be balanced, so many individuals and entities and governments and
agencies to be coordinated. Each right, each power, needs a brain
to formulate it, a voice to advocate it, a personality to negotiate and
reach a settlement to effectuate it. That brain, that voice, and that
personality-they are the lawyer. Those functions are his problem,
and his glory. In discharging them he may well serve himself, and
should certainly serve his client-but the by-product is to make pos-
sible the continued existence of his society.

Leaving the social purpose of law, I plan to say a great deal less
about the personal purpose. In the first place, I heartily advise any-
body who does not already feel a strong urge to practice law, to close
his mind now, and turn away, and take up some other profession or
business.

It is common comment among lawyers that if any lawyer would
take the brains and the skill and the time which he uses up in the
practice of his profession, and apply them to any other profession or
business whatever, he would wind up several times richer. Such a
statement is no doubt a little too simple to be true. Yet it is true
that "the law is a jealous mistress." It is true that the practice of the
law demands devotion, concentration, and time. And it is true that a
person who wants only to make money should never, never become
a lawyer.

In my opinion, no person should become a lawyer unless he is
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willing to take part of his compensation in the satisfaction of a job
well and professionally done, and of a client and a cause well and
zealously served. A person who does that, and who has talent as
well, will find that money comes with it. But a person who wants
money alone, will find that he has to work too hard in the practice
of law for what he gets.

Is "over-work" then a reason not to practice law? Not, in my opin-
ion, if there is interest in people and in problems and in professional
performance. Interest has a way of making work a pleasure. As a mat-
ter of fact, as I look forward during the next several decades, contem-
plating especially the growth of automation, and the development
of a 30-hour week or less, my own judgment is that the major problem
of our time is going to be "emptiness." It will not be that our lives
are too full with work; it will rather be that they are too empty with
leisure. It will not be that we are worn out in the pursuit of our
purpose; it will be that we suffer the ennui of failing to concentrate
intently and extensively upon the pursuit of any purpose at all.

Leisure is indeed an indispensable condition to culture. But it is
only a condition. It does not automatically produce culture, nor is
it even the only condition. The problem brought about by too much
leisure, is that our natural human inclination toward the path
of least resistance leads ultimately toward a lazy meandering, with
no "drive" and no substantial achievement. We may look at a lot of
television programs, listen to a lot of radio programs, do a lot of tink-
ering and puttering around the house, wash the automobile periodi-
cally, and read the newspapers and a weekly magazine or so. But all
of that, combined with a "30-hour week," will leave a great deal
lacking.

Nothing heroic will be attempted, nothing great will be achieved,
and nothing fully satisfying will be felt, without a certain amount of
pressure, without a great deal of "toil," without a good bit of "sweat
and tears," and without perhaps a little "blood."

The practice of law will bring most of these things last mentioned.
Yet, when they come as part of work in which a person has a vital
interest, they are not felt altogether as objections, or as unmitigated
disvalues. They strengthen emotion, they deepen meaning, and they
widen perspective. . ..

Is "under-pay" an objection to the practice of law? By this time,
I must have made it clear that there are probably other ways to make
money. Yet in fairness we should look at the other side of the coin.
Just for example, in the event of a depression, it appears that there
is a lag in the reduction of lawyer incomes. Depressions bring trouble,
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and people who get in trouble often have to have lawyers. Bankrupt-
cies, receiverships, and any number of other proceedings make im-
perative demand upon legal talent. Some of these functions are not
pleasant, but they are necessary.

In general, I think it is true that the income of a lawyer will not
be found-at least from his law practice-to be at either extreme.
Very seldom, unless he has some defect in his character, or unless
he is basically lacking in intelligence quotient, will a lawyer be
found who is starving or virtually penniless. On the other hand, unless
he has income from outside sources, a lawyer is very seldom considered
rich.

This question of income also relates to the matter of "negotiability"
discussed earlier. More than most people, a person who has practiced
law for a number of years is very likely to be considered for high
executive position when a vacancy occurs and the directors of a busi-
ness are looking for a replacement. Not infrequently a person who has
practiced law for 20 or 25 years, gaining more experience than money,
will double or triple his income during the next five years by becom-
ing an executive in an important business.

Also, for those interested in public position and political prestige,
it is a commonplace that lawyers frequently go into politics and
achieve high position.

The whole question of the personal benefits from the practice of
law may perhaps be obscured in the mind of a student, by a failure
to understand just exactly what a lawyer does. I can remember at
one time thinking that a lawyer spent almost all of his time reading
old books about former statutes and decisions, and new books and
publications about current developments, so that he could then
write endless briefs distinguishing one case from another so as to
support or oppose some particular legal principle. A little law prac-
tice made it clear to me that, while activity of that kind plays a part
in the practice of law, such activity is a long way from being the
essence of law practice.

Somebody has referred to admission to the bar as "a license to
mind somebody else's business." The practice of law is not clerical
in essence. The personal equation, a feeling for what is significant, a
study of the facts-all of these things are tremendously important. And
perhaps most of all, a richness of background and experience, result-
ing in a mature and informed judgment, lies at the heart and center
of the practice of law.

My father told me a good many years ago that businessmen were not
as a rule willing to pay very much for a clerical study of the statutes
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and decisions, because you could hire a law clerk to do that; he
said that the thing which the businessman values in his lawyer most
of all is judgment. I have certainly found this to be so.

The truth of the matter is that a concrete problem is almost never
resolved by a legal principle. It may well be that some light is
thrown on the subject by carefully refining and defining a rule of
law, so as to see whether it might perhaps be found applicable. But
a concrete situation is usually so varied even in its basic facts, and
is always so varied and ambiguous in its complex overtones and innu-
endoes, that legal rules and principles turn out to be merely instru-
ments, and the essential thing is art in their use and application-
an "educated guess," an "informed hunch," the "illative sense," in
other words "judgment."

Judgment is what the succesful lawyer develops, and judgment is
what the substantial client demands. Therefore, a commitment to
practice law is a far cry from a commitment to be a clerk. It is a com-
mitment, an undertaking, an aspiration, to develop the ability "to
see life steadily, and to see it whole." No doubt the particular per-
spective chosen on any situation, will be that seen through the eyes
of the client. But the vision must be there first, and experience must
make the vision possible.

How STUDY LAW?

That is the second question about which I would do a great deal
of thinking. In this discussion, however, I plan to say very little about
it, for the reason that the curriculum and the textbooks and the
lectures of each particular law school establish the outlines and much
of the content of the study.

There are "however" a few observations I would make, relating
more to things I wish I had done, than to things I actually did. It
may be that some of these would run counter to some particular theory
or notion in the curriculum of some particular school, and naturally
I would not be bold enough to urge my educational theories in oppo-
sition to those of the school. But where the few ideas I plan to mention
are consistent with the doctrines of the school, then I believe you
might find some benefit in thinking about them and perhaps applying
them in one way or another to at least part of your own work.

As early as possible in law school, I think I would take the catalog
of the school and look at all of the subjects which are available within
the curriculum. Members of the faculty are usually a lot more willing
to help than is realized at the outset by the students. I think I would
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discuss the entire set of available courses with some member of the
faculty, asking him to explain the principal content of each course.
Then I think I would attempt to organize all of the courses in my
mind, and probably on paper, in systematic form under a few major
headings, so as to get a view at the beginning of the entire body of
law which I might expect to cover in law school.

Then as time went on, and as I acquired my case book relating to
a new subject at the beginning of any quarter or semester, I would
attempt to fit the subject matter of the course within the general
framework already established. I would also attempt to think through
the principal subject matter which would be covered. An examination
of the table of contents, and a comparison with a textbook, or with
one of the legal encyclopediae, should be of help in this connection.

The effect of making such a comprehensive study at the beginning
of law school, and again at the beginning of each course, is to give
a feeling for the inter-relationships of the branches of the law. I think
a discipline of this kind should be repeated from time to time during
the progress of each course. It is astonishing how a consideration of
matters from such a perspective, serves not only to add interest so
as to make the process of learning more pleasant, but serves also to
simplify the understanding of the legal problems at issue and of
legal principles which develop out of those problems.

For example, and using a purely hypothetical scheme, you might
decide that Contracts and Torts and Property are three major head-
ings of the law under which you would organize courses and subjects
in your own mind. Then when you came to study of Agency, I think
you would be surprised to find what an insight into the subject you
could gain, by working out the pertinent questions which the Agency
relationship introduces into the fields of Contract and Tort and Prop-
erty alone.

I think I would also set up a systematic notebook or set of note-
books. All too frequently, I can remember that the instructor covered
some particular subject, and that I took notes on it which would
have been of great value in practicing law-but my notes have been
in general so shabbily kept that I have thrown away a lot of them,
and have misplaced others of them, and cannot read quite a few
of them. I think I would keep a separate notebook for each course,
though it might be possible to carry them all in one binder during
any particular quarter or semester. Then I think that I would classify
my notebooks on my various courses, to the major headings of the
law which I had worked out in my original analysis of the curricu-
lum. That would afford an opportunity to consolidate notebooks on
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similar subjects, so as to have an organized and comprehensive set
of notes available for future reference in law practice. Needless to
say, I would also attempt to take notes a great deal more legibly,
and a great deal more intelligently, than I actually did in law school.

This is of course a case of suggesting that you do what I preach,
rather than what I practiced. The suggestion is none the less important
for all that.

I know that I would spend a good bit more time than I did in
supplementing the lectures and the casebooks by reference to appro-
priate textbooks, including legal encyclopediae, and also the loose-
leaf services, and also the small volumes published by the American
Law Institute and the Practicing Law Institute.

Furthermore, I would look up the citations to the local statutes
and cases a great deal more thoroughly. This is important not alone
because of the forthcoming bar examination and because of the forth-
coming practical needs of practice in that particular state. It is also
important for the reason that study in law school is generally con-
ducted by means of considering a welter of possibilities, so that the
rules of various states upon particular points are considered, but so
that all of the principles and rules which apply in any particular
state are not considered coherently together. By studying the local
statutes and decisions, a student can get a feeling for the entire body
of law in a particular jurisdiction. This permits him to see how the
different principles and rules which are adopted in one field, flow
together with the principles and rules adopted in another field-in
other words, some feeling is obtained for the fact that a state is not
entirely free to adopt rules as a matter of whimsey, and that the
adoption of certain principles and rules has a necessary effect upon
the decisions that will later be made about adopting others. An under-
standing and feeling of that type is very difficult to gather from a
study of casebooks, where the decisions from many different states
are brought together.

In view of the economic and business development during the past
couple of decades, I think that I would also attempt to think through
some of the tax problems and tax consequences involved in the vari-
ous substantive fields of the law, as I studied them. Corporations,
Partnerships, Divorce, Sales, Leases, Loans-all of these concepts and
fields have implications in connection with taxes, and it is necessary
for a lawyer today to have some feeling for those implications. He
may not personally be an expert, but if he knows that significant tax
consquences are implicit in a situation, he will know when to consult
an expert.
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Furthermore, I would certainly recommend that a serious effort
be made to see behind the reports of particular decisions, to the human
causes and emotions at the roots. In general, as I view it, a legal
problem arises out of the fact that there is some actual or possible
loss, and in most cases the legal solution requires a fixing of the blame
and an allocation or reallocation of the loss. This effort to "feel"
through the reported decision, to what people were worried about
and to what they did about it, is extremely important for a full under-
standing of the law.

Everything I have said so far about how to study law, has dealt
with activity within the curriculum. In so far as extra-curricular activi-
ties are concerned, I have just a few brief observations.

During the first year of law school, I would recommend very little
extra-curricular activity. I do think there is some merit in simply going
down to the courthouse and looking through the files on cases during
a period of several years, and in looking over the deed and lien records.
I think this helps a student toward a concrete feeling for what people
in the actual political and economic world are doing, and thinking,
and also such a study is helpful in feeling or divining the essentials
of a legal problem. Frankly, I didn't do anything like that until I
had been out of law school for about a year. I was amazed at the
understanding of legal controversies and principles and procedures,
that I felt was obtained by looking through 10 or 15 years of litigation
at the courthouse during a period of several weeks at the end of
my first year of law practice-selecting files at random, and reading
the files all the way through to find out what pleadings had been
filed and what records had been built up and what orders had been
entered. You learn a great deal about problems and tactics, and about
people, in this way, which is not apparent in the study of reported
cases.

Later in law school, I would recommend that, apart from the cur-
riculum, consideration be given to the values in editorial work such
as that on the Law Review, and in bar work such as that in the Student
Bar.

There are really two major values to be considered in the course of
going through law school, and frankly I have spoken almost entirely
about just one of them-namely, the actual education obtained. But
a student today should not overlook the other value, namely the
rating or grade which he is given.

There are some students who do not have to worry a great deal
about their grades, because they have positions waiting for them at
home. And in older days, perhaps most students did not have to
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worry much about grades, because very few law firms had either
programs or standards for recruiting young lawyers, and it was prob-
ably chance or fate that usually threw a young lawyer into the posi-
tion or positions which he finally got.

But today the major law firms have recruiting programs for replace-
ments from the field of law students, and I must frankly tell you that
grades are probably the most important single factor in deciding who
is hired. If a student had to choose between education and grades,
then I think he ought to choose the former-but in a good law school
today there is no real need to choose, and a person who gets one
will get the other. You have my best wishes for success in both.


